MAIN EVENTS

10 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED CHALLENGES USE OF ERSATZ TURF
Artificial turf's place in the sports grows as controversy surrounding injuries lingers. Read about the Sports Illustrated August 12 article and Monsanto's response.

12 CASHMAN FIELD: MATCHING TECHNOLOGY WITH LOCAL CONDITIONS
Minor league baseball is serious business in Las Vegas. Cashman's director of facilities rebuilt the playing field twice in three years to satisfy fans and players.

16 DESIGNING AN IRRIGATION SYSTEM FOR SPORTS TURF
Sports field irrigation design is more entailed than just getting water to a large area. The field needs to be divided into sections based upon separate needs says Bob Cloud.

24 DEMONSTRATION CONCEPT WORKS FOR NORTH TEXAS FOOTBALL PROGRAM
Free fertilizer is motivation in Texas for high schools to improve sports turf maintenance. Extension specialist Bill Knoop offers his program for football fields.

32 TOWSON STATE RENOVATES FIELDS FOR MULTI-SEASON USE
Located in the transition zone, Towson State University in Maryland started football season on a bluegrass field devastated by summer heat. Grounds supervisor Paul Thomas took two consultants' advice to renovate his fields to a zoysiagrass/tall fescue mix.
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COVER: Dodger Stadium at night shows a strong combination of quality natural turf, a stadium designed for baseball, and a scenic location.